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Understanding charge transport in donor/
acceptor blends from large-scale device
simulations based on experimental film
morphologies†

Haoyuan Li, a Gjergji Sini, ab Joseph Sit, c Adam J. Moulé c and
Jean-Luc Bredas *a

Bulk-heterojunction organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices consist of active layers made of electron donor/

acceptor blends. Understanding the impact of the blend morphologies on the optoelectronic processes

occurring in OPVs is of crucial importance for a complete description of the device physics and the

achievement of higher device efficiencies. However, high-resolution morphology data are scarce and theoretical

methodologies with the appropriate level of details and affordable computational costs are underdeveloped.

As a result, previous device modeling often had to rely on artificially generated blend morphologies, which

do not represent those in actual devices. Here, by considering three-dimensional donor/acceptor blend

morphologies recently determined via electron tomography, we have established an original approach

that allows us to perform device-scale simulations of charge transport in actual blend morphologies. The

current characteristics, carrier distributions, and internal current pathways and densities are determined and

compared to those based on the artificial morphologies often used in OPV-related studies.

Broader context
Bulk-heterojunction organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices are promising low-cost energy solutions with state-of-the-art efficiencies now exceeding 16%. However,
further performance improvements are still needed for practical applications, which requires to better understand the underlying device physics. The
relationship between active-layer morphology of binary and ternary blends and device efficiency has many facets that are still largely incomplete; in particular,
the connection between morphology and charge transport within the device active layer has remained elusive. Here, we describe an original approach that
allows the theoretical simulation of charge transport at the scale of the device, on the basis of reliable morphology data determined via electron tomography. As
a result, our work provides an in-depth analysis of key elements of the device physics, which incorporates accurate macroscopic and microscopic morphological
details. It represents an essential stepping stone towards a comprehensive description of the operation of OPV devices and an important platform in the quest
for enhanced organic solar-cell efficiencies.

1. Introduction

Organic photovoltaics (OPVs)1–4 are promising renewable-
energy solutions. Since their initial development in 1986,5 great

progress in their power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) has been
achieved, with state-of-art values now reaching over 16%.6–12

OPV devices usually consist of organic active layers based on a
blend of two components: an electron donor and an electron
acceptor material. These two components do neither homo-
geneously mix into a single phase nor fully separate and the
organic layer often has a complex morphology with nonuniform
domains at quasi-equilibrium. Since the operation of OPV devices
requires hole–electron pairs to separate at donor/acceptor inter-
faces and the generated charges to transport to the electrodes,
the PCEs strongly depend on film morphology. Understanding
in detail the impact of film morphology on device performance
and being able to control the morphology characteristics are key
to further improving OPV efficiencies. Such developments have
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become increasingly important as state-of-the-art OPV devices
are often based on complex molecular structures and film
components, both of which are expected to lead to more complex
film morphologies.9,13–15 However, this remains a daunting
task16–20 as it is still extremely challenging to experimentally
probe the organic film with a molecular resolution, which is the
level of detail needed to describe the optoelectronic processes
in an OPV device due to the localized nature of the electronic
states in organic materials.21,22 From a theoretical perspective,
while molecular dynamics simulations have been applied
successfully to model the local morphology in donor/acceptor
blend films,23–26 the sizes of the modeled systems are often
limited to B10 nm and thus information on the global
morphology, which is essential to calculate accurate device
characteristics, cannot be accessed. In practice, device modeling
is usually based on an artificial global morphology generated
through a simulated phase-separation process with parameters
that may not correspond to the actual material.27–31 This ad hoc
nature means that previous interpretations of the microscopic
processes in bulk-heterojunction OPV devices may not stand on
reliable footing. In addition, this approach does not naturally
produce a mixed phase, which is expected to play an important
role in device operation. Therefore, it is of great importance to be
able to go beyond such an approach, which is the main objective
of the present work.

Electron tomography (ET) is a recently developed technique
that enables the reconstruction of three-dimensional (3D)
morphologies starting from a tilt series of two-dimensional
(2D) projection images obtained with a scanning transmission
electron microscope (STEM).32,33 ET has been used to charac-
terize the 3D morphologies of donor/acceptor blend films
of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)/Lu3N@C80-PCBEH with a
1–10 nm3 resolution.34,35 The heavy Lu atoms increase the
contrast between donor and acceptor components and allow
one to gain molecular resolution with good precision; this
resolution is similar to that obtained in simulated morpholo-
gies but comes with significantly improved reliability and scale.
This makes such ET-measured morphology data extremely
valuable in the characterization of the microscopic processes
in OPV devices. At this stage, it is important to bear in mind
that: on the one hand, ET measurements remain scarce and are
not expected to be integrated into a typical device optimization
workflow any time soon; and, on the other hand, the systems
under investigation are not expected to provide optimal phase
separation. However, our work transcends those issues by
providing the first example of correlation between device-scale
modeling and actual OPV morphology data.

So far, the interpretation of OPV morphology reconstructions
has essentially relied on graph-based methods.35,36 However,
many of the essential features of organic semiconductors, such
as the presence of localized electronic states,21 the hopping
nature of charge transport,22 and the impact of disorder,22,37

cannot be accounted for with this geometrical approach. To
connect these morphology data to device performance on a
much more reliable footing, a molecular-level device modeling
approach is definitely required.

Molecular-level device modeling has proven to be very useful
in the study of organic electronic devices since microscopic
processes such as charge-carrier hopping can be fully considered.
In this context, the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) approach has been
the prevalent method of choice; in KMC, microscopic events
occur one-by-one and proceed until enough information has
been collected.28–31,38–50 However, applying KMC to devices of
sizes beyond B100 nm is very difficult since the computational
cost increases superlinearly with system size, and even more
so when experimentally relevant voltages are considered.
Thus, KMC is only feasible when considering slices of the
ET-measured morphology one at a time, which can lead to
strong finite-size effects and large statistical errors (see the data
in ESI†). Recently, we developed an efficient master equation
(ME) method that provides a consistent description of both
short-range and long-range electrostatic interactions and is
able to model diode-structure devices with lateral dimensions
up to 1 mm at affordable computational costs.51 However,
the ET-measured morphology data are intrinsically different
from the simulated morphologies. As a result, previous device
simulation protocols that have been developed for simulated
blend morphologies cannot be directly applied to the study of
these experimental morphologies. Here, we develop an original
approach that allows the first device-scale simulations based
on experimental donor/acceptor blend morphologies, in order
to determine the charge-transport properties in OPV blends.
In particular, we have developed a methodology to process the
morphology data required for molecular-level simulations and
developed a flexible interface in our master equation simulations
to import any arbitrary morphology unaltered. Thus, by integrating
the actual-scale film morphology into the device modeling, we
are able to perform an in-depth analysis of the device physics.
In addition, our approach offers the opportunity to address the
validity of the widely used artificial morphologies.

2. Methodologies
2.1 Experimental morphologies

The 3D phase distributions in four organic donor/acceptor
blend samples fabricated under different conditions have been
previously experimentally characterized with near molecular
resolution via electron tomography.35 The first two samples
(hereafter labeled Ia and Ib) were prepared through spin coating,
with Ib further processed via thermal annealing; the third and
fourth samples (Ic and Id) were prepared by blade coating, with
Id further processed via thermal annealing. These data sets cover
some of the most widely used experimental conditions in OPV
fabrication.11,18,19 There occur three different phases in these
samples: a donor phase, a mixed phase, and an acceptor-
rich phase (Fig. 1). Visualizations of cross-sections of these
morphologies can be found in Fig. S1–S4 in the ESI.†

The morphology of the donor/acceptor film depends strongly
on the preparation conditions, with, for instance, thermally
annealed samples consisting of larger domains as compared to
non-annealed ones. Thus, it is useful to quantify the domain
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sizes of the different phases in the various morphologies. These
can be evaluated by using the interfacial area and the volume of
the phase, assuming that voxels are cubic at the limit of resolu-
tion and that the interface-to-volume ratio of domains is the
same as that of a cube.52 The approximate domain sizes of the
different phases are shown in Table 1. The domain sizes of
the donor phase range from 16 to 24 nm, while those of the

acceptor-rich phase range from 18 to 27 nm. The lateral dimen-
sions of these morphologies are all 750 nm � 750 nm; these
values are much larger than the domain sizes, which ensures
sufficient sampling. The site spacing is 2.4 nm. These morphology
data are used as input into the ME simulations with consideration
of their actual scale.

2.2 Artificial morphologies

Besides considering the experimental morphologies described
in Section 2.1, we also consider artificial morphologies from a
simulated phase separation process, as these have been widely
adopted when modeling OPV devices.28–31 The donor : acceptor
volume ratio is set as 7 : 3, which is similar to those in samples
Ia–Id. Two different blends IIa and IIb were produced, whose
morphology data were extracted from a simulated phase
separation trajectory (see Section 1 of the ESI† for details). This
process naturally generates two phases: a donor phase and an

Fig. 1 Visualization of the donor/acceptor blend morphologies. (a) Ia, (b) Ib, (c) Ic, and (d) Id are experimental morphologies. (e) IIa and (f) IIb are artificial
morphologies from simulated phase separation. The percentages of the volume ratios of the different phases are shown. The film thicknesses from (a) to
(f) are 103 nm, 96 nm, 79 nm, 79 nm, 96 nm, and 96 nm, respectively. The lateral dimensions are all 750 nm � 750 nm. The cross-sections of these
morphologies can be found in Fig. S1–S6 in the ESI.†

Table 1 Approximate domain sizes of the different phases

Morphology
Donor phase
(nm)

Mixed
phase

Acceptor(-rich)
phase (nm)

Ia 16 25 nm 19
Ib 24 31 nm 27
Ic 15 24 nm 18
Id 17 27 nm 20
IIa 23 N/A 15
IIb 46 N/A 23
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acceptor phase. IIa has a smaller degree of phase separation,
with approximate donor and acceptor domain sizes of 23 nm
and 15 nm, respectively (Table 1). IIb has a larger degree of
phase separation, with approximate donor and acceptor
domain sizes of 46 nm and 23 nm, respectively. Visually, the
acceptor domain size of IIb is close to the acceptor-rich domain
size of Id, while the acceptor domain size of IIa is smaller than
that of the acceptor-rich domain size of Ic (see Fig. S3–S6 in the
ESI†). The lateral size and the site spacing of IIa and IIb are the
same as in the experimental morphologies.

2.3 Microscopic parameters

In order to properly describe charge transport in these blends,
information on the individual molecular energy levels at the
various sites and the charge-transfer rates are needed. Here,
these microscopic parameters are determined from experi-
mental and theoretical data on the donor and acceptor com-
ponents, whose details can be found in Sections 2 and 3 of the
ESI.† In particular, the molecular sites belonging to different
phases are assigned to one of the following four categories:
crystalline donor (Dcr), amorphous donor (Damor), crystalline
acceptor (Acr) and amorphous acceptor (Aamor). From the
experimental morphology data, donors in the donor phase
are assessed to be Dcr, while those in the mixed and acceptor-
rich phases are Damor; acceptors in the acceptor-rich phase are
considered as Acr, while those in the mixed phase are Aamor, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Experimentally, regiorandom P3HT:PCBM
mixtures with PCBM volume ratios less than B0.6 were found
to be fully miscible.53,54 In our simulations, a molecular-
scale mixing is assumed in the mixed phases and the
acceptor-rich phases. The molecular sites in these two phases
are assigned randomly to one of the Damor, Acr, and Aamor

categories according to the above rules and the volume ratios
(see Table S1 in the ESI†). For the two artificial morphologies
considered here, the donor phase is entirely Dcr and the
acceptor phase is Acr.

2.4 Device design

Here, we investigate charge transport by considering single-
carrier-type diodes. For each of the morphology data shown in
Fig. 1, a virtual hole-only device and a virtual electron-only device
are constructed by sandwiching the organic film between two
electrodes, which amounts to a total number of 12 devices. For
the hole-only devices, the Fermi level (EF) of the electrode is set
to �4.9 eV, a value slightly above the IP level of Dcr; for the
electron-only devices, the electrode EF is set to �4.5 eV, which is
slightly below the EA of Acr; these settings are chosen in order to
minimize the influence of current injection and thus allow us to
focus on the charge-transport processes within the organic film.

Lattice sites (nx� ny� nz) with a spacing of 2.4 nm are used to
represent each device. Layers at z = 1 and z = nz correspond to the
two electrodes. Layers from z = 2 to z = nz � 1 correspond to the
organic active layer and are set according to the morphology data
and the site-assignment procedure described in Section 2.3.

While experimentally devices are engineered to have current
to flow in one direction, it is actually useful to model identical
electrodes in the simulations and to consider both forward and
backward potentials; this allows us to determine whether the
vertical morphology matters in the presence of a vertical
concentration gradient in a phase. The applied voltages are
chosen to be relevant to OPV device applications;55,56 we have
set the voltages to vary from �1.0 V to +1.0 V, with a 0.05 V
interval. While KMC simulations of devices at low voltages are
often unfeasible due to demanding computational times, the
efficiency of our ME simulations enables us to consider voltage
magnitudes as low as 0.05 V. Our simulation results overall
correspond to the experimental dark current–voltage measurements.

2.5 Master equation simulations

Our recently improved ME methodologies51 allow us to model
reliably such sub-micron devices as a function of voltage. Each
site is associated with an occupation probability p, which
evolves according to the following equation:57–63

dpi

dt
¼
X

jai

�kijpi 1� pj
� �

þ kjipj 1� pið Þ (1)

where t represents time. The charge-transfer rates kij and kji are
evaluated according to the Miller–Abrahams equation.64

We consider charge transport both within the same class of
categories (e.g., from Dcr to Dcr) and among different categories
(e.g., from Dcr to Damor). To provide a consistent description of
charge transport, hole transport in acceptor molecules and
electron transport in donor molecules are allowed but with a
small rate (see Section 2 of the ESI† for details). The electric
potentials (j) in the device are solved using the 3D Poisson
equation (the relative permittivity e is set to 4) and the carrier
self-interaction error is suppressed.65

We note that, in the ME simulations, the carrier densities
are not pre-defined but rather correspond to the steady state
the system reaches at the specified voltage. The influences of
the electric field and carrier density on charge transport are
inherently taken into account.

Fig. 2 Illustration of the assignment of organic sites and their energy
levels in the master equation simulations.
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Modeling such large devices with complex morphologies is
found to be computationally demanding even in the context of
our efficient master equation simulations. The simulation
time depends on the morphology data as well as the applied
voltage. While some simulations finish within a couple of days,
convergence does become increasingly difficult at lower voltages.
The simulations were run on computer clusters (Intel Xeon
E5-2650 v2 processors) whenever resources were available during
a period of 8 months. At that point, most of the simulations were
completed, with a few exceptions corresponding to extremely
small voltages and for most of the data points of the hole-
only device of Ia (whose convergence is extremely slow; e.g., the
simulation at 1.0 V did not converge even after 82 days of
combined wall time).

3. Results and discussion

The master equation simulations give detailed information on
the macroscopic current densities as well as the microscopic
carrier distributions for different morphologies, which are critical
aspects of device function but not typically available in graph-
based or analytical approaches. It is thus important that we
be able to extract information relevant to device performance
from the ME results. In Sections 3.1–3.5, we present an in-depth
analysis of the charge mobilities, carrier densities, charge-transport
pathways, and recombination aspects.

3.1 Current density–voltage curves and charge-carrier
mobilities

The calculated current density–voltage ( J–V) curves of the hole-
only and electron-only devices are shown in Fig. 3. Among the
two artificial morphologies, IIb, which has a larger degree of
phase separation than IIa (46 nm vs. 23 nm for donor domains
and 23 nm vs. 15 nm for acceptor domains), is found to have
20–25% and 50–60% larger current densities for the hole-only
and the electron-only devices, respectively. For the experi-
mental morphologies, annealing, which leads to increased
phase separation and larger domains, also results in increased
current densities but to a larger degree than in the artificial
morphologies. For the hole-only devices, both Ib and Id have 1
order of magnitude higher current densities than Ia and Ic; for
the electron-only devices, Ib and Id have 50–150% and 70–100%
higher current densities than Ia and Ic, respectively. Overall,
these trends are consistent with the reported data on hole-only
and electron-only devices of polymer/fullerene blends.66 In
addition, for most of the morphology data, the square root
of the current is approximately linear with the applied voltage
(see Fig. S11 and S12 in the ESI†), which is in line with
the experimental data on polymer/fullerene blend devices56,66

and reminiscent of the space-charge-limited current (SCLC).
The charge mobilities (m) can thus be fitted according to the
Mott–Gurney equation67 as done in the SCLC measurement and
the results are shown in Fig. 4. For the artificial morphologies,
IIb has slightly larger hole mobilities (B10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1)
and electron mobilities (3.5 � 10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1) than IIa.

For the experimental morphologies, both the hole and electron
mobilities are nearly one order of magnitude smaller when
compared to those obtained for the artificial morphologies,
and follow the order: Ib (spin anneal) 4 Id (blade anneal) 4
Ia (spin as-cast) 4 Ic (blade as-cast). Therefore, it is seen
that a greater phase separation improves charge transport
in both the experimental and artificial morphologies. An earlier
report based on the geometric, graph-based assessment of
samples Ia–Id suggested that spin-cast films have greater hole
transport than blade-cast films and that annealing improves
it.35 We note that these conclusions remain valid in our device-
scale ME simulations, in which the molecular energy levels,
disorder, and hopping nature of transport are explicitly
included.

Overall, these results demonstrate that the device simulation
approach developed here, which directly connects the experi-
mental donor/acceptor blend morphology to the macroscopic
device characteristics, is indeed reliable.

It is of interest to address the higher hole- and electron
mobilities of IIa–IIb (by 1–2 orders of magnitude) with respect
to Ia–Id. Regarding hole mobility, the smaller volume ratio
of the donor phase in Ia–Id compared to IIa–IIb can be the
explanation (we note that the mixed phase does not transport
charge carriers efficiently; see Section 3.2 for details; thus, to a

Fig. 3 Calculated current density–voltage curves of (a) hole-only devices
and (b) electron-only devices for the different film morphologies. We note
that convergence of the hole-only device for Ia is extremely slow and
only a limited fraction of the data points were obtained.
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good approximation, in the case of hole transport, the mixed
phase can be viewed as an acceptor phase). Indeed, test
simulations indicate that reducing the volume ratios of the
donor phase in the artificial morphologies leads to smaller
mobilities, which is consistent with the evolution of Ia–Id as a
function of their donor phase ratio (see Fig. S13 in the ESI†).
While a similar argument could in part rationalize the smaller
electron mobilities determined for the experimental morphol-
ogies, the primary explanation is to be found in the lesser purity
of the acceptor-rich phases in these morphologies; indeed,
further calculations show that reducing the purity of the
acceptor phase from 100% to 30% in the artificial morpholo-
gies results in 1 order of magnitude lower mobility values (see
Fig. S14 in the ESI†).

Thus, the results obtained for the artificial morphologies
provide overall similar trends as those for the experimental
morphologies: a larger phase volume ratio, a larger domain
size, and a purer phase are beneficial to charge transport.
However, an important difference arises: compared to the
devices based on artificial morphologies, the |J|–V curves for
the experimental morphologies are more asymmetric in terms
of negative vs. positive voltages, as shown in Fig. 3. This
originates in the fact that artificial morphologies have overly
uniform and isotropic domain distributions, an outcome of the
simplified procedure used to generate them, vide infra.

3.2 Carrier densities and charge transport in different phases

The ME simulations give detailed carrier occupations at the
various organic sites, which allows us to perform an in-depth
analysis of the device physics, an aspect that is not fully
accessible in graph-based approaches or analytical methodolo-
gies such as drift-diffusion.

We first consider artificial morphologies. In order to focus
on the bulk properties, the three organic layers closest to each
of the two electrodes (B7 nm) are excluded from the analysis.
Fig. 5 shows the average carrier densities in the different phases
for the simulated hole-only and electron-only devices. The holes
are found to be entirely located in the donor phase and
electrons in the acceptor phase. The average carrier densities
are in the range of 1016–1017 cm�3, values similar to those
measured in P3HT:PCBM OPV devices.68 As the strength of the
applied voltage increases, the average carrier density in the
organic film also increases (by 70–100% when going from
0.25 V to 1.0 V). Importantly, similar carrier densities are
obtained at negative and positive voltages of identical magni-
tude, which is consistent with the symmetric nature of the | J|–V
curves shown in Fig. 3 for these morphologies.

We now focus on the hole-only devices based on the experi-
mental morphologies. We recall that, due to the presence of
donor molecules in the mixed phases and the acceptor-rich
phases, hole transport in these phases cannot be excluded.
Fig. 6 shows the average carrier densities in the various phases
for the hole-only devices as a function of voltage for Ib, Ic,
and Id. As in the case of artificial morphologies, the carrier
densities increase with voltage but there appears asymmetry
between negative and positive voltages, as expected from the
asymmetric | J|–V curves in Fig. 3. The reason can be traced
back to the asymmetric vertical segregation of the donor
phases, which is discussed below in Section 3.3. In addition,
while most holes are located in the donor phases, they are also

Fig. 4 (a) Hole and (b) electron mobilities evaluated based on space-
charge-limited current theory, using a voltage range from �1.0 V to
�0.05 V.

Fig. 5 Average hole densities in the different phases of the hole-only
devices for (a) IIa and (b) IIb; average electron densities in the different
phases of the electron-only devices for (c) IIa and (d) IIb. The three organic
layers closest to each of the two electrodes are excluded from the analysis.
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present in the mixed and acceptor-rich phases. Our analysis shows
that their concentrations in these two phases increase with the
strength of the applied voltage and goes up to B4% and B2%,
respectively, within the investigated range of voltage (see Fig. S15 in
the ESI†). However, it should be borne in mind that carrier densities
do not necessarily translate proportionally into charge transport
efficiency.69 To better quantify carrier motions (current) within
different phases or across two of them, we have analyzed the ratio
of charge transport in different phases. It is found that holes in the
mixed and acceptor-rich phases are less mobile than those in the
donor phase. These results can be found in Section 5 of the ESI.†

Fig. 7 shows the average electron densities in the various
phases for the electron-only devices of Ia, Ib, Ic, and Id. The
ratios of electrons in the donor and mixed phases is plotted in
Fig. S17 in the ESI.† Fig. 7 and Fig. S17 (ESI†) point to a complete
absence of electrons (and hence electron transport) in the donor
phase, since it is exclusively comprised of donor molecules.
Similar to the case of the hole-only devices, the carrier densities
are different at negative and positive voltages of identical
magnitude, which again agrees with the asymmetric nature of
the | J|–V curves calculated for the electron-only devices. In
addition, up to over 15% of the total number of electrons can
be present in the mixed phase (Fig. S17, ESI†). These electron
distributions are more prominent after annealing. However, the
electrons in the mixed phase are much less mobile compared to
those in the acceptor-rich phase (see Fig. S18, ESI†).

3.3 Vertical carrier-density profiles across the organic film

While the analyses in Section 3.2 give the overall carrier densities in
the different phases, carriers are often non-uniformly distributed
across the organic film.70–74 Before discussing the samples
studied here, we have simulated the case of a pure donor film
as a reference; its vertical hole-density profiles are displayed in
Fig. S19 in the ESI.† In this case, the carrier density significantly
decreases when moving away from the electrodes and is highest
near the injecting electrode. These features are consistent with the
earlier results from drift-diffusion and KMC simulations.70–72 It is
important to keep in mind that such vertical variations in hole
densities are the result of electrostatic repulsions among the
charges and, in the present case, the homogeneous nature of
the charge transport medium.

Fig. 8a and b shows the vertical hole-density profiles in the
hole-only devices for different voltages across samples IIa and
IIb, along with the vertical concentration of the donor phase.
It is worth pointing out that during the simulated phase-
separation process, donor molecules tend to aggregate in the
center of the film as the majority species, as this lowers the overall
energy of the system. As a result, donor [acceptor] molecules have
smaller [larger] concentrations close to the electrodes, compared
to those in the bulk.

The vertical hole-density profiles of samples IIa and IIb
share many similarities with the pure donor film: the carrier
densities are also highest near the injecting electrode and
decreases (although to a lesser degree compared to the case
of a pure film) when moving away from the electrodes. A similar
observation holds true in the case of electron-only devices,
which exhibit larger carrier densities near the electrodes. The
most noticeable difference between hole-only and electron-only
devices is that the curves are less smooth in the electron-only
devices, which is likely due to the fluctuations in phase
distribution at small volume ratios. We note that suppressing
any boundary effect by applying periodic boundary conditions
when generating the artificial morphologies leads to more
uniform vertical phase concentrations. The characteristics of

Fig. 6 Average hole densities in the various phases of the hole-only
devices for (a) Ib, (b) Ic, and (c) Id. The three organic layers closest to
each of the two electrodes are excluded from the analysis.

Fig. 7 Average electron densities in the various phases of the electron-
only devices for (a) Ia, (b) Ib, (c) Ic, and (d) Id. The three organic layers
closest to each of the two electrodes are excluded from the analysis.
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the vertical carrier-density profiles for the artificial morpholo-
gies generated under these conditions turn out to be close to
those of IIa and IIb (see Fig. S20 in the ESI†). This indicates that
the charge-transport medium has a uniform nature in terms of
charge transport and the vertical carrier-density profiles are
thus dominated by the electrostatic interactions coming from
the external electric field and the coulombic forces among
charge carriers.

The results for the experimental morphologies come out to
be very different. Fig. 9 shows the vertical hole-density profiles
at various positions in the organic film as a function of voltage
for Ib, Ic, and Id. The donor phase contributes to nearly all of
the hole densities in the organic layer, which is consistent with
the results in Fig. 6. However, the vertical hole-density profiles
are much more irregular compared to those for the donor-
only film and the artificial morphologies. As indicated by test
simulations (see Fig. S22 in the ESI† for details), this large
difference is not caused by differences in the volume ratios of
their donor phases. Since holes are transported mainly in the
donor phase, the vertical hole-density profile is significantly
impacted by the vertical concentration in the donor phase.

In the experimental morphologies, the vertical concen-
tration of the donor phase is much more inhomogeneous than
in the artificial morphologies, a feature illustrated in Fig. 9. As a
result, the vertical hole-density profiles are also much less
uniform. A decrease in the concentration of the donor phase
leads to a lesser volume available for charge transport and thus
holes trying to reach the electrodes suffer from increased dead

ends and scattering. Holes accumulate consequently at places
where large variations in the donor phase fraction occur,
as Fig. 9a and c illustrate. Notably, Ic has the lowest carrier
densities (about 50% lower than those of Ib and Id) among the
three morphologies and its carrier density near the electrodes
is lower than in the bulk. This low carrier density can be
attributed to the lower fraction of the donor phase near the

Fig. 8 Vertical hole-density profiles in the hole-only devices at different voltages for (a) IIa and (b) IIb along with the vertical concentration of the donor
phase; vertical electron-density profiles in the electron-only devices at different voltages for (c) IIa and (d) IIb, along with the vertical concentration of the
acceptor phase.

Fig. 9 Vertical hole-density profiles with contributions from different
phases in the hole-only devices at different voltages for (a) Ib, (b) Ic, and
(c) Id along with the vertical concentrations of different phases. The
vertical hole-density profile at �1.0 V for Ia can be found in Fig. S21 (ESI†).
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electrodes, which leads to a barrier to charge injection into the
bulk. Indeed, the calculated current/voltage characteristics
deviate from the SCLC behavior valid for a uniform morphology
film, as shown in Fig. S12 in the ESI.†

The vertical concentration variation of the acceptor(-rich)
phase is similarly expected to significantly impact the vertical
electron-density profile in the film. Since the vertical concen-
trations of the acceptor-rich phases are also less uniform in
the experimental morphologies, their vertical electron-density
profiles are rougher, which is apparent from Fig. 10. In a way
comparable to the situation in hole-only devices, electrons tend
to accumulate where large variations occur in the acceptor-rich
phase fraction. However, in contrast, there appears a larger
electron percentage in the mixed phase. This phenomenon
is more prominent at high voltages and near the electrodes
in Ia, Ib, and Id, where the fraction of the acceptor-rich phase
decreases. In these cases, the mixed phase is expected to
mediate charge injection from the electrode to the bulk acceptor-
rich phase.

The vertical segregation in donor and acceptor-rich phases is
unavoidable due to the anisotropic nature of the microenviron-
ment and the variations in local energy landscape.34,36,75–77

However, these factors are not taken into account in the con-
ventional procedures followed to generate the donor/acceptor
blend morphologies used in OPV device modeling. As a result,
the artificially generated morphologies produce results that
are qualitatively and quantitatively different from the actual
morphologies. This is the reason why, while such simulated

morphologies can reproduce aspects of the impact of phase
volume fraction, phase purity, and domain size on the electrical
properties, they are unable to generate comparable morphological
features that would allow a comprehensive comparison of simula-
tion results to experimental data or a fully reliable prediction of
materials properties.

3.4 Internal currents

A great advantage of the master equation simulations is that
they provide information on the internal currents (from a given
site to its neighbor), which can be used to determine in
detail the charge-transport pathways in the device. Since the
whole device is actually too large for complete visualization,
sub-volumes of about 1/100 of the total volume were visualized
sequentially. It also turns out to be useful to show only internal
currents larger than a given threshold value, Ithreshold, which is
defined as the macroscopic current of the device divided by the
number of sites in the lateral plane and by the volume ratio of
the donor phase (for hole transport) or the acceptor(-rich)
phase (for electron transport). The internal currents satisfying
this criterion represent the effective components of the charge-
transport network. In the case of nearly uniform charge trans-
port, all internal currents would be around Ithreshold and thus
half of them would be plotted; they would distribute uniformly
over half the available space. In the extreme case of highly
inhomogeneous charge transport, on the other hand, only a few
internal currents corresponding to the most efficient charge-
transport pathways would appear.

Fig. 10 Vertical electron-density profiles with contributions from different phases in the electron-only devices at different voltages for (a) Ia, (b) Ib, (c) Ic,
and (d) Id along with the vertical concentrations of different phases.
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Fig. 11a and b display the device central regions (along x and
y directions) in the hole-only devices of IIa and IIb. Each frame
shows (i) the internal currents satisfying the criterion defined
above at �1.0 V; (ii) the hole occupations; and (iii) the donor
phase. Holes have larger densities near the injecting electrode
(left side) and the distribution of the internal currents (hence,
the charge-transport pathways) is more uniform. Fig. 11c and d
show the internal currents larger than Ithreshold in the electron-
only devices of IIa and IIb at �1.0 V. In this case, electron
transport is seen to be limited to the acceptor phase. The
internal-current distribution is less uniform compared to those
in Fig. 11a and b, which is mainly attributed to the different
volume ratios of the donor and acceptor phases, as indicated by
our test simulations in Fig. S24 and S25 of the ESI.† In addition
to Fig. 11, we have also generated a plot using a constant cutoff
for the internal currents that allows the comparison of the
relative strengths of the charge-transport pathways (see Fig. S27
in the ESI†). Interestingly, we find that increasing the domain
size leads to denser currents.

In comparison, the domain distributions and internal currents
for the experimental morphologies are both less uniform.

Fig. 12 displays the internal currents larger than Ithreshold in
the middle regions of the hole-only devices for Ia, Ib, Ic, and Id.
The donor phase distributions in space are more irregular and
there are fewer currents larger than Ithreshold compared to those
in Fig. 11a and b, which indeed point to less uniform hole-
transport pathways. The difference in the distribution of inter-
nal currents in Fig. 11a, b and 12 highlights the impact of the
morphology data in the device physics. One reason for this
difference can be attributed to the reduced volume fraction of the
donor phase (compare Fig. 11a and b and our test calculations in
Fig. S24 and S25 of the ESI†). However, the artificial morphologies
for both large and small volumes of the donor phase consist of
more uniform domains than those in Ia–Id; this difference is
another origin for the more uniform hole transport found for the
artificial morphologies. The fact that the charge-transport network
is more uniform in the artificial morphologies points to over-
estimations of the charge-collection efficiency in previous OPV
simulations.28 Another interesting feature of Fig. 12 is that it
shows current flow outside of the donor phase (see regions high-
lighted by red circles), which suggests that the mixed and acceptor-
rich phases do contribute to the hole-transport network.

Fig. 11 Internal currents in the device central regions (along x and y directions) of the hole-only devices for (a) IIa and (b) IIb. Red represents the donor
phase. Blue represents hole occupations larger than 0.01. Cyan arrows point to internal currents with values higher than Ithreshold (5.40 � 10�15 A and
6.56� 10�15 A, respectively). Internal currents in the central regions of the electron-only devices for (c) IIa and (d) IIb. Blue represents the acceptor phase.
Purple represents electron occupations larger than 0.01. Red arrows point to the internal currents with values higher than Ithreshold (2.20 � 10�14 A and
3.52 � 10�13 A, respectively). Gray represents the two electrodes. The voltage is �1.0 V in all cases. High-resolution plots are shown in Fig. S26 (ESI†).
Visualizations using different cutoffs can be found in Fig. S27 (ESI†). We note that each subplot corresponds to 1/100 of the whole device.
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Fig. 13 illustrates the internal currents larger than Ithreshold in
the middle regions of the electron-only devices for Ia, Ib, Ic,
and Id. The electron-transport pathways in the as-cast films Ia and
Ic are relatively uniform. In contrast, those in the annealed films
Ib and Id are less so and are also less homogeneous than those in
IIa and IIb. The domains are visually different in these two kinds
of morphologies. The artificially generated morphologies tend to
form continuous phases with relatively uniform domain sizes,
while the actual morphologies have more discontinuous phases
and larger variations in domain size. In addition, electron trans-
port outside the acceptor-rich phase is also observed, which
highlights the contribution from the mixed phase.

Overall, these results highlight the fundamental differences
between the artificial and experimental morphologies. The arti-
ficial morphologies are generated within an idealized procedure
that produces too uniform domains, continuous phases, and
hence relatively homogeneous charge-transport networks. In
fact, an actual organic film has variations in domain sizes and

characteristics, which cannot be reproduced by the artificial
morphologies. Thus, the results of simulations of the micro-
scopic processes based on an artificial morphology have to be
taken with much caution as they may not represent those in
actual OPV devices.

There are several other important findings coming from the
experimental morphologies, which we summarize here (more
details and discussion of these results can be found in Section 6
of the ESI†): (i) we have identified lateral segregations in the
density of charge-transport pathways in Ia–Id, which are not
entirely consistent with the distribution of the donor phase (for
hole transport) or acceptor-rich phase (for electron transport),
particularly in the annealed samples. This mismatch points to
opportunities for optimizations of the morphologies in order
to improve device performance. (ii) The charge-transport
networks evolve with applied voltage However, the internal
currents do not depend linearly on voltage. While increasing
the strength of the applied voltage leads overall to a larger

Fig. 12 Internal currents in the central regions (along x and y directions) of the hole-only devices for (a) Ia, (b) Ib, (c) Ic, and (d) Id. Red represents the
donor phase. Blue represents hole occupations larger than 0.01. Cyan arrows show the internal currents with values higher than Ithreshold (5.52 � 10�16 A,
1.93 � 10�15 A, 5.91 � 10�16 A and 2.48 � 10�15 A, respectively). Red circles highlight representative regions that currents flow outside the donor phase.
The voltage is �1.0 V in all cases. High-resolution plots are shown in Fig. S28 (ESI†). Visualizations using different cutoffs can be found in Fig. S29 (ESI†).
We note that each subplot corresponds to 1/100 of the whole device.
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magnitude of charge transport, the internal currents on a local
scale can also be weakened (as there appear fewer charge-
transport pathways per unit volume). (iii) The charge-transport
networks at voltages of identical strength but opposite in sign
can be very different.

3.5 Non-geminate recombinations

Based on the simulated hole-only and electron-only devices, it
is also possible to gain some information about non-geminate
recombination, which is one of the major loss mechanisms that
reduce the short-circuit currents, open-circuit voltage, and fill
factor in OPV devices.78 In order to model the recombination
process, we consider the volume overlap for holes in hole-only
devices and electrons in electron-only devices, for the same
morphology and at the same applied voltage. Here, holes
and electrons that have a high probability to recombine during
OPV operation were identified using a 5 nm cutoff distance
(the energy required to escape the Coulomb force at this
distance is B70 meV). The spatial overlap between a hole and
electron in the film is thus taken as directly proportional to the

probability of non-geminate recombination in these areas. We
note that to minimize the impact of carriers injected from the
electrodes on the evaluated hole and electron overlap, the first
three organic layers (B7 nm) closest to the electrodes are
excluded from the analysis.

As can be seen in Fig. 14 in the case of IIa, up to 25% of
the charge carriers come across one another. A larger phase
separation reduces this value, with the probability coming
down to 16% for IIb. This trend is consistent with the results
from earlier KMC simulations of OPV devices.28,31 For the
experimental morphologies, the holes and electrons also meet
to a lesser extent in the annealed samples Ib and Id than in
their corresponding as-cast samples Ia and Ic. We note from
Fig. 14 that the hole–electron encounter probabilities in the
experimental morphologies are less than 4% (i.e., 80–90% lower
than those in artificial morphologies), which is very small; this
suggests that if the charge carriers generated in the mixed phase
are able to enter the donor phase (for holes) or the acceptor-
rich phase (for electrons), their probability to be collected at the
electrodes can be expected to be high. This also implies that

Fig. 13 Internal currents in the central regions (along x and y directions) of the electron-only devices for (a) Ia, (b) Ib, (c) Ic, and (d) Id. Blue represents
the acceptor phase. Purple represents electron occupations larger than 0.01. Red arrows show the internal currents with values higher than Ithreshold

(2.45 � 10�14 A, 8.14 � 10�14 A, 2.97 � 10�15 A and 6.25 � 10�14 A, respectively). Gray represents the two electrodes. The voltage is �1.0 V in all cases.
High-resolution plots are shown in Fig. S30 (ESI†). Visualizations using different cutoffs can be found in Fig. S31 (ESI†). We note that each subplot
corresponds to 1/100 of the whole device.
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non-geminate recombination mainly occurs in the mixed phase.
This is a consequence of the donor phase and the acceptor-rich
phase not being in direct contact but rather separated by the
mixed phase.36

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have developed an original approach to perform
molecular-level device simulations based on: (i) experimental
morphologies of donor/acceptor blend films of sub-micron
sizes determined by electron tomography (ET); and (ii) recently
developed master equation (ME) simulation methodologies that
enable the reliable modeling of macroscopic devices at experi-
mentally relevant voltages and carrier densities. The calculated
current characteristics and charge mobilities provide a detailed
rationalization of previously reported experimental data and are
overall consistent with earlier assessment of the ET morphology
data by graph-based methodologies.

This new approach has allowed us to perform an in-depth
analysis of the device physics of single-carrier-type diodes of
donor/acceptor blend films based on accurate macroscopic and
microscopic morphological details, which is an important
stepping stone towards a complete description of OPV operation.
On the one hand, device-scale simulations based on reliable
morphology data provide new and improved understandings
on the charge-transport and recombination features in donor/
acceptor blends. On the other hand, a comparison between
the results based on different types of morphologies has
offered us the opportunity to assess the validity of donor/
acceptor morphologies artificially generated from simulated
phase-separation processes; the latter have been the prevalent
theoretical model systems used in OPV device simulations
to date.

The main conclusions we have reached by investigating four
experimental morphologies (corresponding to spin-cast or
blade-cast films, further annealed or not) are as follows:

(i) Among the three phases determined by ET for each of the
films, holes and electrons are mainly present in the donor
phase and the acceptor-rich phase, respectively. However, there
are significant probabilities of finding hole and electron in the
mixed phase (up to 4% and 15%, respectively) with these values
voltage-dependent. The charges in the mixed phase are found
to be less mobile compared to holes in the donor phase or
electrons in the acceptor-rich phase.

(ii) The vertical carrier-density profiles have irregular shapes
and large variations for the four investigated samples (which
vary according to whether the films are spin-cast or blade-
cast and further annealed or not). Carriers accumulate where
there occurs a large variation in the vertical concentration of
the donor phase (for holes) or the acceptor-rich phase (for
electrons); this originates in irregular and asymmetric vertical
concentrations of phases.

(iii) The charge-transport networks are highly nonuniform
and there occurs lateral segregation of the charge-transport
pathways; their characteristics vary among the four films. In
addition, the charge-transport networks evolve with applied
voltage. However, increasing the voltage does not always lead
to denser charge-transport pathways on a local scale.

(iv) The mixed phase plays an insulating role with respect to
carriers present in the donor phase and the acceptor-rich
phase, which has the positive consequence of preventing their
recombination and enhancing the probability of their collection
at the electrodes. Since non-geminate recombination is expected
to occur mainly in the mixed phase, future optimization to
reduce this loss process should focus on this phase.

We can draw the following conclusions from the compar-
ison between the results based on the experimental and artifi-
cial morphologies:

(v) While the results based on artificial morphologies are
consistent with the trend that larger domains improve hole and
electron transport and reduce non-geminate recombination, the
phases appearing in the artificial morphologies are more homo-
geneously distributed due to the lack of inclusion of realistic
micro-environmental factors. This higher extent of homogeneity
leads to features that are substantially different from those
obtained on the basis of the experimental morphologies: (a) charge
transport is found to be independent of the direction of applied
electric field; (b) the vertical carrier-concentration profiles are
similar to that in a single-component film; and (c) the charge-
transport networks are more uniform than those present in the
experimental morphologies.

(vi) The absence of a mixed phase in the widely used
artificial morphologies can lead to charge-transport and recom-
bination features that are at odds with those observed in an
actual bulk-heterojunction device.

Taking (v) and (vi) together means that the artificial morpholo-
gies cannot provide an accurate interpretation of the optoelectronic
processes in bulk-heterojunction OPVs devices. They should thus be
considered with much caution. The results in previous simulations
that relied on artificial morphologies may need to be reexamined.

We emphasize that donor/acceptor blend morphologies are
expected to strongly depend on the molecular structure and

Fig. 14 Ratio of holes and electrons that can meet evaluated from the
locations of carriers in the hole-only and electron-only devices at �1.0 V.
The first three organic layers closest to the electrodes are excluded from
the analysis.
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film preparation conditions. While the four films we
considered represent polymer/fullerene systems under solution
processing conditions, our methodology can also be applied to
the study of other systems, such as those based on recently
developed non-fullerene small-molecule acceptors and ternary
blends.9,13–15 In addition, we expect that the theoretical tools
developed in this work and our approach that combines
molecular-level simulations with high-accuracy experimental
data, will be valuable in future works that focus on simulation-
guided material design and device optimizations.

Finally, while our work focused on charge transport, a full
description of OPV operation requires to include simultaneously
holes, electrons, and excitons. The methodology we established
here form a robust basis to access such a comprehensive
description, which is part of our ongoing work.
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